Gretsch 6120 wiring diagram

Discussion in ' Technical Side of Things ' started by kalimantan , Dec 18, Log in or Sign up.
Gretsch-Talk Forum. Wiring for dummies Discussion in ' Technical Side of Things ' started by
kalimantan , Dec 18, Age: 51 Hi everybody, Since i'm not able to understand those "rocket
science style" wiring diagrams but i can do some soldering myself, i thought i ask you all for a
little help. I'm building this guitar from all kinds of spare gretsch parts. I started with a blank
body wich i'll may be showing in a latter stadium. However the electric parts are a mix of new
pickups and standby switch and old parts selector, tone switch and pots. I have uploaded this
high resolution photo of the parts here; Maybe somebody here is able to show me how to
assemble all these parts by drawing the right connections, in this picture. Admin Post. Synchro
, Dec 18, It isn't rocket science you can do it, if you can solder, go for it. This was my first
attempt at a complete wire job from scratch. Yes you can!!!! Excellent easy-to-read maps
Sounds like another tone switch but I can't logically work out how it fits in. With 4 diff value
caps, 2 tone switches could possibly give you 12 different tones but that seems an over
complication. Somebody please explain. Age: 57 5, The third switch is a "standby switch-- no
caps involved. It's wired to function like a kill switch. As i'd understand the stanby switch, is like
the tone switch. In the middle postion it is bypassed and as a result the guitar will be in bypass
mode, no signal to the guitar-output. Switched either way it will send the pickup signal to the
guitar-output. This will work. Neither of these two capacitors will result in a 'muddy' tone. Send
me a private message if you have any more questions. You must log in or sign up to reply here.
Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Home Search Forums
Recent Posts. Search Forums Recent Posts. Search Media New Media. This is a well-known
issue with archtop guitars in general â€” although heavier gauge strings might help, you would
be compromising playability to fix a mechanical issue. Fortunately, there are various solutions
of varying degrees of invasiveness. Start by ensuring the guitar is set-up exactly the way you
like it and the intonation is as accurate as possible. Carefully mark the position of the bridge by
placing masking tape around the base. Now you have a few options. Get some double-sided
sticky tape. Apply the tape to the areas of the base that make contact with the body and trim the
excess from the edges. Line the bridge up carefully using your masking- tape markers and
press the base down onto the body. You may need to renew the tape periodically, but many find
this solution lasts for years. Some suggest that violin rosin and white glue work too, without
damaging the finish. The alternative is something you may ask your luthier to do for you
because it involves drilling through the bridge into the top of the guitar. Pins or small screws
can then be used to fix the bridge and most choose to countersink them to make the
modification as invisible as possible. You can achieve massive improvements in bass and
treble balance, as well as overall tone, if you get the distances between the polepieces and
strings just right. Unfortunately, vintage Gretsch pickups had no provision for height
adjustment and many players have simply put up with things rather than explore the options.
Some people use mouse-mat material. Set your polepieces as low as possible, adjust the overall
pickup height, then fine-tune the polepieces if you feel the need. If you find your bridge
Dynasonic too bright, spin it around degrees to put the polepieces further from the bridge
before you set the height. You may have it pinned or taped, but for a traditional archtop-style
bridge to transfer string vibrations into the body with the greatest efficiency, the base must be
matched as closely as possible to the arch of the top. Take a thin piece of paper and see if you
can slip it under your bridge base. The abrasive paper should be in the exact position of the
bridge. Place the bridge base on top of the paper and move it back and forth very slightly
following the direction of the strings. After a few movements, flip the bridge base over and you
should be able to see areas of sanded and unsanded wood. Continue a few strokes at a time,
checking constantly, until all the wood shows evidence of contact with the abrasive. Remove
the paper, refit the bridge and string up. The gaps should be gone and you will probably hear an
improvement in acoustic tone. Many of us will have suffered the problem of our Bigsby arms
working loose or eventually falling off. The problem seems to be that moving the arm gradually
loosens the retaining nut holding the arm onto the Bigsby assembly. Some swear by Nyloc
nuts, but as always, opinions differ. You may also find two thin nuts separated by a washer. If
the original springy vibrato figures prominently in your playing style, you may want to consider
various options to make your Bigsby more comfortable, less intrusive or easier to use. Many
players would find this obtrusive but others, such as Darrel Higham, like to know where the arm
is at all times, so a fixed arm is ideal. A bend in the arm allows it to swivel around as far as you
want without fouling against the bridge, and you can see photos of Chet Atkins palming his wire
arm while thumb-picking bass strings. It could be swivelled out of the way and turned back
within reach when required. Early examples were aluminium, but this changed to stainless steel
in Those who want to use a Bigsby but dislike the long metal handles should check out the

Palm-O-Low system. Besides changing the arm as discussed earlier, there are a few other
Bigsby upgrades and modifications to consider. The strings can then go through and over the
bar, much like top wrapping a Les Paul tailpiece. Allparts UK stocks 22mm and 25mm springs.
Played clean at low-to-medium volume levels, Dynasonics can be very well behaved, but high
volume and high gain can push them into microphonic feedback. Nothing is firmly fixed and
soundwaves can certainly get everything moving all too easily. The key to killing the squeal is
to stabilise the parts. You can get good results simply by wrapping strong elastic bands around
the metal parts to bind everything tightly together. Higher-value volume potentiometers
accentuate the resonance peak at the cut-off frequency, which makes a guitar sound brighter. If
your guitar seems too dull or bright, try changing the control pots before shelling out for
replacement pickups. Not all potentiometers are created equal, which is pretty obvious really.
Higher-value volume pots accentuate the resonance peak at the treble roll-off frequency, which
players perceive as a brightening of the tone. Fender used k pots to de-emphasise the
resonance peak, as its pickups and amps were naturally bright. If your Gretsch sounds dark and
you want more clarity and twang, try changing the volume pot to a 1M audio taper. For a darker,
smoother tone, try k or k. Gretsches with tone mud switches, disengage the tone circuit in the
middle position so they sound brighter. You can simulate the effect using a no-load tone
potentiometer. Vintage capacitor values were 0. Most Gretsch players simply ignore the mud
switch, or at least try to avoid it, and Brian Setzer sometimes removes his entirely. In fact, one
of the few name players who achieved anything vaguely useful from the mud switch was
Stephen Stills. You can hear a great example on the solo of Wooden Ships. After much
persuasion, TV Jones talked Gretsch into changing the capacitor values to 0. There were holes
at each end of the cover and no provision for height adjustment. For Electromatic 51 Series
guitars, a more traditional Gretsch-style ring is available with the two extra holes for the
suspension screws. You can take a length of aluminium or Perspex that fits between the
polepieces and tap it for four holes. Two accommodate the fixing screws that go through the
pickup cover, and the others are used for the surround screws. Like all big hollow-bodied
guitars, Gretsches are prone to feedback. In an effort to combat this and increase sustain,
Gretsch experimented with sound posts and trestle bracing. Models such as the Tennessean,
Country Gentleman and double-cutaway s had sealed tops with fake f-hole decals. Various
companies make them, and no specialist knowledge or tooling is required to fit them. Loads of
Gretsch fans are into customising their stuff. One of the most popular Gretsch modifications is
the customised pickguard. Despite long-standing rumours and occasional encouraging noises
emanating from Gretsch, vintage-correct replicas of the Waverly tuners Gretsch used during the
50s and early 60s have yet to materialise. Unfortunately, the vintage Waverlys on many vintage
Gretsches will have seen better days â€” and most Gretsch restorations end up with open-gear
Grover Sta-Tites, Gotohs or modern Waverlys for the well heeled. Brian Setzer is well known for
his love of vintage Gretsch guitars, but as a professional performer, he has long taken a
pragmatic approach to making his vintage instruments stageworthy. Unfortunately, fitting
die-cast tuners such as Sperzels and Grovers does require the widening of post holes. Modern
Gretsch guitars tend to come with high-quality open-gear or die-cast tuners. Swapping out the
die casts for a set of open gears requires conversion bushings. Fortunately, downsizing is an
easy job, if you prefer the vintage look and a better overall balance. Telecaster players are well
catered for when it comes to mechanical string-bending devices that can create pedal-steel
effects, but until recently, Gretsch players were restricted to, at best, bending strings behind the
bridge using their fingers. Paul Pigat tipped us off about the B-Blender. It attaches to
Bigsby-equipped guitars and enables mechanical B-string bending by pulling the replacement
Bigsby arm towards the string â€” the Bigsby itself continues to operate normally. The
B-Blender can be installed and uninstalled by the owner, and no extra holes need to be made in
the guitar. Better still, the unit can also be adapted and used as a G-Bender. Thomastik Jazz
Swings are popular for their strong fundamental tone with controlled harmonic overtones, but
some players prefer a plain G for bending. Some enjoy strings that are halfway between flat and
roundwound. GHS Brite Flats are micro-ground to have some of the feel and tone of flatwound
strings with, as the name suggests, extra brightness. Check out our guides for upgrading Les
Pauls and Stratocasters , too. We check out this golden wonder from in the latest instalment of
The Money Shot. Nestled amid the beautiful Green Mountains of Vermont, Froggy Bottom
Guitars crafts fine acoustic instruments using centuries-old woodworking techniques. For those
that are searching for a band with influences steeped in the golden era but confidently driving it
into the 21st century, look no further. Electric Guitars. Yet, 25 years ago, it became a
million-selling commercial success thanks in part to an appearance from the princess of pop.
Essential Guides. Quite probably. Rory Gallagher was a pioneer with a sound and style as
unique as his battered Fender Strat. Buyer's Guides. Metal machine music: The history of

guitars made from metal Tony Bacon - 18th February From National to Travis Bean, James
Trussart and beyond, the bodies and necks of guitars have been made out of metal for almost a
century. Join us as we chart their history. All Advanced Beginner Intermediate. In the first of a
new series, we examine how this simple and common system for learning the guitar contains
hidden depths that could be the key to unlocking your potential as a musician. Continuing our
look at the chord shapes and sequences used by The Beatles, we get inside the head of Paul
McCartney and find a songwriting genius with an enthusiasm for minor chords and chords from
outside the key. We head into psychedelic territory in our second part of our John Lennon
lesson, as we explore the chords and sequences used by a man spreading his creative wings.
DIY Workshop Guides. The March issue of Guitar Magazine is out now! Read More. The
February issue of Guitar Magazine is out now! The January issue of Guitar Magazine is out now!
The December issue of Guitar Magazine is out now! The November issue of Guitar Magazine is
out now! Gretsch Duo Jet Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified adequate pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the aptitude and signal contacts amongst the devices. A wiring diagram usually
gives counsel more or less the relative incline and contract of devices and terminals on the
devices, to encourage in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would ham it up
more detail of the subconscious appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative
notation to emphasize interconnections higher than living thing appearance. A wiring diagram
is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create certain that every the links have been
made and that everything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams play the approximate
locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and remaining electrical facilities in a
building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular
receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use enjoyable symbols
for wiring devices, usually swap from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical
symbols not solitary ham it up where something is to be installed, but next what type of device
is bodily installed. For example, a surface ceiling lighthearted is shown by one symbol, a
recessed ceiling fresh has a oscillate symbol, and a surface fluorescent light has substitute
symbol. Each type of switch has a substitute fable and suitably reach the various outlets. There
are symbols that play a part the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and
thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to
implement membership of the domicile to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams
will in addition to swell panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for
special facilities such as ember alarm or closed circuit television or supplementary special
services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Dimarzio Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram views. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept
Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Dave Benj. Trevor Ridney. Post by Dave Benj I'm replacing the electrics in the
"Grotsch" - that astonishingly well put together Chinese fake of an American semi-acoustic that
you all drooled over on my Facebook page. I'm bu99ered if I can find an online wiring diagram
for this configuration - my Google Mojo has deserted me. Can anybody point me at one? It has a
separate volume control for each pickup and a master tone pot. Add in a master volume pot
between this layout and the output jack and it's sorted, mate. Chris Bolus. David Morley. Post
by David Morley While we are on the subject of wiring Bought used and the elctrics need
sorting. It has 3 P90's. One volume and one tone control, a three position switch and a mini
toggle. I's been mucked around with and right now the 3 position switch does neck, both and
bridge. The middle pickup is unused. Can I in theory use the mini toggle to turn the middle
pickup on and off and if so, any idea how to wire it? Sorry for the hijack! Post by David Morley
Sorry for the hijack! I found a suitable diagram on the Seymour Duncan Website. Checked the
Gretsch diagram and my wiring against that. There is a difference! Changed my wiring to match

the SD diagram. It works a treat. Search results for 'Gretsch Wiring Diagrams' newsgroups and
mailing lists. Help with wiring diagram! Dave Benj UTC. Trevor Ridney UTC. Chris Bolus UTC.
JNugent UTC. David Morley UTC. Of the approximately Gretsch electric guitar and bass guitar
models available today, about half of them have a single switch on the upper bout. The other
half have two switches on the upper bout. A dozen or so models even have a switch on the
lower bout. Welcome to the wonderfully idiosyncratic world of Gretsch switch configurations,
which can differ quite substantially from other guitars. Ingenious, even. With very few
exceptions, these instruments have a rotary tone control knob or knobs on the lower bout. Two
switches on the upper bout means the first oneâ€”closest to the upper-bout strap buttonâ€”is a
pickup selector and the second one is a tone-shaping switch. The latter offers three distinct
pre-set tones and, consequently, these guitars do not have rotary tone control knobs on their
lower bouts. Interestingly, this arrangement is reversed on Gretsch Brian Setzer guitar models
with two upper-bout switches. On these Setzer models, the first switch is the tone switch and
the second switch is the pickup selector. When the tone control switch is in the middle position,
there is no tone circuitry in play and you hear the pure, bright sound of the pickups. He
preferred instead to have what he considered a faster and more conveniently placed
tone-shaping option in the form of the upper-bout tone switch. G Chet Atkins Hollow Body with
upper-bout pickup upper right and tone lower left switches; note the absence of a lower-bout
rotary tone control. A dozen or so Gretsch electric instruments have an additional switch
located on the lower bout near the volume and tone controls. There are a small number of
exceptions, however. G Chet Atkins Country Gentleman with lower-bout standby switch in
addition to upper-bout pickup and tone switches. Examples of current Gretsch instruments with
a single upper-bout switch are listed below. Recent Headlines. View All. Electronics tend to be
where guitar manufacturers save money and this can lead to faulty or low quality parts in
imported guitars. This is why we provide hand-wired Gretsch wiring harnesses with the highest
quality parts and craftsmanship to make sure you can get the most out of your rig. Note : Long
Switch Harnesses now come with both nuts to ensure a proper fit. Tone Switch Wiring Harness:
One pickup selector, one tone switch, one master volume, two independent pickup volumes,
and an output jack. Short or Long Switch? Split or Solid Shaft Pots? Electromatics,
Streamliners, and - pre-Fender Gretsch guitars will require split shaft pots if you want to keep
your stock knobs. Vintage and post-Fender pro-level Gretsch guitars will require solid shaft
pots to fit stock knobs. If you are upgrading with our Gretsch or TV Jones knobs then you will
need solid shaft pots. Fender-era Pro Gretsch: The pro-level Gretsch guitars of the current era
already come with quality components like the ones we use. If replacing the harness, you will
need solid shaft pots for your stock knobs. The stock switch tips for these guitars are metric
and will not thread onto the new switch. Add a Treble Bleed: Ad a treble bleed to
new beetle 2001
2014 ford taurus manual
dodge journey 6 cylinder
retain high frequencies when volume is lowered and best used on the master volume of
Gretsch guitars. You save. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Info
,Width: ,Height: ,Depth:. Description Tone Switch Wiring Harness Electronics tend to be where
guitar manufacturers save money and this can lead to faulty or low quality parts in imported
guitars. If you have a custom request, give us a call and we may be able to accommodate.
Check out our Harness Replacements Section for more details on these unique situations and
more! Previous Next. Choose Options. Quick view Add to My Wish List. Official Gretsch Switch
Tip. Deep Sleeve Switch Nut. TV Jones Switch Tip. Add to Cart. Tone Switch Harness
Installation Kit. Treble Bleed to Harness With Components. Tone Pot Harness. Hot Rod Wiring
Harness. Standby Switch Harness. Orange Drop Capacitors. Home Categories Account Contact
customerservice tvjones. Account Sign In Email Address:. Forgot your password? Create
Account.

